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The blue-ribboned Magistrate didn't say anything either, and fiercely made his move.

At this moment, the Thunder Spirit's body once again turned into countless arcs of
lightning, as swift as lightning!

The blue-ribboned Magistrate did not dare to be the least bit slow, and flung the

Book of Life and Death he was holding out with his hand.

With a loud bang, the Book of Life and Death shattered with a loud clatter,
smashed by the Thunder Spirit's brute force!

The Blue Ribbon Judge's face suddenly changed, damn it, this attack was so
powerful, it was already no weaker than his own original body!

Boom!

Before the blue-ribbon Magistrate had time to react, his chest was shattered by Lei
Ling in a single punch. The Magistrate had wanted to use the Magistrate's Pen in his hand to fend
it off, but unbeknownst to him, it was simply too late, and he was blown back with a punch that

caused him to spit blood and burst back, seriously injured.



Lei Ling couldn't help but frown, had he overestimated the strength of his attack?
How could this be possible?

Lei Ling's body moved violently once again.

The Magistrate was frightened enough to wave the Magistrate's Pen in his hand, a
single stroke surrounding his surroundings, forming a huge defensive barrier.

But he had forgotten that the top of his head was still unguarded!

A hissing thunderclap fell from the sky!

"Damn it!" The Magistrate was alarmed and threw the Magistrate's Pen in his hand
towards his head, while he subconsciously tried to escape.

With a click, the Judges' Pen broke at the sound, and the Magistrate did not

escape the Thunder Spirit's pursuit, as the Thunder Spirit landed with a fierce punch, the arc of
electricity exploded, and the blue-belted Magistrate's head was hardened by the arc of electricity!

"I, I've lost ......" The Blue-belted Magistrate who burst back out, his blasted head
slowly coalesced, dead yes, but his realm plummeted all the way from the middle of the eighth

rank to the peak of the sixth rank, enough to see how deadly Thunder Spirit's attack was to him.



The Blue Belt Judge did not want to fight anymore and hastily conceded defeat.
The plummeting realm of the Dharma body did not affect this djinn much, but once the Dharma
body was burst, then the realm of this djinn would also fall, which would have a great impact.

"No, it's me who lost." Lei Ling spread his hands, "I told my brother, if I can't kill
you with three punches, it's my loss."

Poof!

The blue-ribbon magistrate who conceded defeat spat out a good mouthful of old

blood and roared with a grimace, "You're insulting me! Insulting me! A loss is a loss, can't you
show some respect for your opponent!"

"Brother, another one in a hurry." Lei Ling bristled and shouted back at Lin Hao,
"These people can't be beaten and are easily impatient, it's not fun at all."

This instantly offended the crowd.

One by one, the Judges rushed up and looked at Lei Ling angrily, "Who are you

insulting! Are we still afraid of you?"

Seeing that Lei Ling was provoking him, each of the blue- and purple-belted
Judges took the opportunity to surround him.



There were now a total of four purple-belted Judges, plus several blue-belted
Judges surrounding Lei Ling, so it wouldn't be that easy for Lei Ling to leave!

Lin Hao's brows tightened as he handed the kebab in his hand to Lin Ruoshi, his
whole body rose up in the air, and the Heavenly Sin Sword appeared with a buzzing sound, like
a spiritual snake dancing wildly around Lin Hao's body.

"You guys really can't afford to play, what, a few people want to deal with my

sister alone? Do you want some face?" Lin Hao swiftly drew his sword, the Heavenly Sin Sword
came out of its sheath, the sound of dragon whistling and phoenix chirping rose and fell, the
Heavenly Sin Sword's intimidating sword qi surged, even Zi Yu and the others involuntarily took
two steps back, the sword's sword power was too terrifying.

The other side hadn't made a move, but they already felt a great pressure, this
sword was really intimidating.

Soon, more purple-belt Judges surrounded him, as well as blue-belt Judges,
more than a hundred people, three circles inside and three circles outside, surrounded Lin Hao,
special? Lu Fu Yi Di Dye Di Ai Yi? The other thing is to focus on defending the direction of Wu

Ge City, as if they were afraid that they might escape back to Wu Ge City.

Zi Yu was already planning to tear his face off, he didn't expect Lin Hao to run out,
as long as a group of them finished off Lin Hao and Lei Ling, leaving one Lin Ruoshi, they didn't
even bring fear.



"Oh, it's alright to fight against you, but you actually insulted your opponents and

completely ignored us, we must teach you a lesson!" Zi Yu sneered, but did not use the Judge's
Pen, the Book of Life and Death, and directly drew off his Seven Wolves, ah no, purple belt from
his waist.
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"Brother, they're in a hurry." Lei Ling stretched his hands.

Lin Hao couldn't help but laugh, "They're not just anxious, they can't afford to

play."

"Who are you saying can't afford to play! Beat him up! Teach him a lesson before

we talk about the competition." Zi Yu gave the other Purple Belt Judges a look and flung his belt

towards Lin Hao, like his own father wielding his seven wolves in wild pursuit ......

"Trying to teach me a lesson, you guys are worthy of it." Lin Hao patted Lei Ling's
shoulder, signaling Lei Ling to do everything according to plan!

Lin Hao directly avoided the Purple Jade's attack and held the Heavenly Sin

Sword as he quickly charged towards the Judges defending the direction of Wuge City, and
specifically went after those Purple Belt Judges!

The sword blade flung, and it was a three foot cold aura that ran towards them, so
fast that it was impossible to catch with the naked eye, these Judges were also startled, this
intimidating sword aura, even the Purple Belt Judges felt a threat to their lives.



In a moment, the purple-belt Judges quickly dodged, while a dozen blue-belt
Judges gritted their teeth and combined their attacks, blasting their light in various colours
towards the cold aura, trying to stop it.

A dozen Deity realm powerhouses joined forces to strike, and the terrifying

energy caused the heaven and earth to shake, the terrifying energy detonated the space around

them, shattering the space for a time, and turning the heavens and earth pale.

A thick arc of lightning enveloped the space around him, and the aura of the

Thunder Spirit skyrocketed again.

The forceful increase in its own power was also extremely costly to the Thunder
Spirit.

For a time, no one dared to come close to the Thunder Spirit's surroundings, and
even the Purple Belt Judges were screaming in pain when they received a blow, not picking up the
blind in the slightest!

Seeing this, Zi Yu's face was also incomparably ugly: "Together, there are many
of us, we can directly use our moves to seal all the dead ends!"

Dozens of powerful Judges struck together, and the terrifying energy completely

shattered the space around them, shattering everything in their attack position!



This is the terrifying power of a deity!

"No, we ......"

The Judge in charge of the attack, however, noticed the problem in horror!

"Hey, hey, it's too late." Lin Hao and Lei Ling's figures were already a hundred
metres away, while the purple-belted Judges who had just opened their mouths in panic were

blasted by the thunderous aura, either by the cold aura that split them in two, leaving not even a
single intact body behind!

They had been pitted!

Zi Yu was the quickest to react, fiercely dodging and bursting back, but the other
Judges weren't so lucky!

The other Judges were not so lucky! A dazzling sword light erupted in a dense

stream, so dazzling that even the Purple Belt Judges could not withstand a few of them!

This was not the most deadly, what was most deadly was that, immediately

afterwards, a dense cage made up of spatial turbulence instantly compressed towards them.



Ben? Lu Yizhen picked up and closed Lu? came to think that Lin Hao was a turtle

in a jar, but who knew that in the blink of an eye, the two sides switched identities.

They had become turtles in a jar!

All these Judges had been tricked.

This ring was just a place for everyone to plot their own agenda, and Ziyu

naturally used it to plot to bring Lin Hao or the other two into this place and find a way to keep
them.

It was impossible for them to set foot in Wuge City anyway, for fear of being
caught in Lin Hao's trap.

However, if Zi Yu wanted to scheme and calculate Lin Hao and the others, then
Lin Hao and the others were naturally calculating each other as well.

Wuge City was just a front, as long as the other side wanted to attack over, Lin
Hao simply did not have much room to resist, nor did he have a huge trap, so he had to run away.

Yet the other side had been stalemated with them for so long outside Wuge City,
and in fact the real trap, was in the area where they were!



It was the stalemate for so many days, Lin Ruoshi barely showed herself, just
secretly converging all the void turbulence of the surrounding void space here, wrapping the outer
layer of this space, as if setting up a huge cocoon, just waiting for the other side to cocoon
themselves!

Lin Hao had even set up many spatial barriers in the surrounding space, in which
an extreme sword power was hidden, just waiting for the opponent to make his move.
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The collective strike of these people just now was tantamount to digging their own graves,
breaking open all the spatial barriers as the extreme sword power suddenly erupted, killing a
dozen Purple Belt Judges with heavy wounds, while some others also suffered minor injuries, and
as for the worse Blue Belt Judges, they perished on the spot.

A sword power that pierced the sky destroyed each and every one of the powerful
Judges, dying without even a crumb. It was only a few of them, such as Zi Yu, who reacted
quickly to escape from the extreme sword power coverage, but also suffered some injuries.

"Lin Hao you son of a bitch! You despicable and shameless villain! Who the hell

can't afford to play!" Zi Yu angrily rebuked Lin Hao, but was already powerless to return.

Both sides were actually half and half, no one was a decent person, only? The only

thing is that? It's just that Zi Yu was not as good as Lin Hao.

This kind of fifty steps laughing at a hundred steps thing, Lin Hao naturally will
not pay attention to the other side.



Lin Hao snapped his fingers.

"Alright." It was finally Lin Ruoshi's turn to appear.

A shocking spatial fluctuation erupted around Lin Ruoshi, and the terrifying

energy drove the spatial turbulence around her, constantly compressing towards the Purple Jade

Judges, and the space they could move in began to shrink.

At the same time, a gap in the void appeared, and their condensed Yin Qi was

frantically absorbed into the void space.

Without the support of Yin Qi, they would not be able to carry it for long. For the
Judges, Yin Qi was equivalent to the spiritual energy of earthly cultivators, without it, they would
just have a stronger physical body.

"Quickly, start pounding through those gaps, we must break through this cage, or
we will all die here!" Zi Yu's face was gloomy as he ordered each and every Judges to attack

suicidally towards those gaps.

But those spatial turbulences were dense, like layers of grid-like spatial
turbulences that crossed and overlapped each other at the gaps, and the Yin Qi would be sucked

away from the gaps while they were unable to break out of them.



Their attacks were indeed effective against these turbulences, but they could not

break through the layers of turbulence that surrounded them, and once they were in large numbers,
these turbulences would explode with an incomparably terrifying tearing force, and even a

seventh level realm Judge would be torn into pieces in an instant!

Under Lin Ruoshi's control, Lin Hao and the thunder spirit entered from time to

time, the thunder spirit turned into an arc of thunder and lightning, so fast that everywhere they
went, scorched earth and the Judges' bodies exploded.

However, the thunder spirit's durability was not possible, forcing a wave of
explosions before entering a period of weakness, Lin Hao was not afraid in the slightest, and did

not even need to enter.

An extreme sword power was handed in, and everywhere it went, countless deaths
and injuries were inflicted, this terrifying sword power was unstoppable.

Zi Yu and the others' minds were completely exploded, this was just doing a
trapped beast fight.

Now there were less than eight Purple Belt Judges left, after all, they were being
deliberately targeted by Lin Hao and the others, so it was hard to resist them, and the number of

Blue Belt Judges had also decreased sharply.

More than seven hundred Judges were directly reduced by Lin Hao's two-day
siege to over three hundred Judges, more than half of the casualties!



"No, we can't go on like this, everyone, break for me towards one place, even if it
means blowing ourselves up, we must kill a bloody path for us!" Zi Yu gritted her teeth and

ordered those lower ranked Judges to rush over first and blow themselves up en masse, just to
tear a hole and want to break the cage!

Without the slightest hesitation, these Judges gathered their Yin Qi like mad, and
their aura began to become disordered and violent, as a roar rang out one after another.

One after another, the Judges rushed towards the edge of the cage to explode

themselves, going forward and backward, fearing death.

In their hearts they knew better than anyone that if they didn't do this, no one
would have a chance of getting out!

What's more, Violet Jade had promised them that if they managed to get out, they
would definitely let the Wheel King help them recover from their own injuries!

These Judges had all once been reigning figures, not to mention the terrifying will
to fight that was now inspired by the certainty of death, which could not be underestimated.
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At the cost of sacrificing over a hundred Judges, they finally allowed them to rip open a small

gap.



Seeing this, Zi Yu and the others grew in confidence and shouted angrily,
"Quickly, continue, we're almost there!"

Lin Ruoshi waved her small hand, "Reinforce the cage!"

Hundreds more Judges were sacrificed, but in the end, they were just a little short,
just a little short, every time they were so close to breaking through, they were suddenly
reinforced by Lin Ruoshi again, they just couldn't break through!

Despair and hope coexisted, making them unable to give up again, but now, the
total number of Judges, including Zi Yu, was already less than two hundred!

Were all seven hundred Judges going to be pitted and killed here by Lin Hao?

With the Yin Qi being diluted over the past few days, their realm and combat

power were much less than before.

How similar this scene was to what had happened within Wuge City back then!

This was how the Lord of the Soul Devouring Beast had forced all thirteen hairpin
of the Golden Tower to death alive back then, or the most tragic self-destruction!

How similar this was to the plot of a certain monster movie.



Everyone is trapped in the fog, the fog is full of monsters, their car is out of fuel,
there is no way to escape, so they all choose to kill themselves with bullets, but there are not
enough bullets.

All of them would rather kill themselves than be eaten by the monsters in the mist.

Eventually one man stepped forward and chose to see the others die, he chose to
run out of the mist and be eaten by the monster!

Everyone died by suicide, leaving only the man, gritting his teeth and with a

determined gaze, to rush out of the vehicle, but instead of being eaten by the monster, he ......
was saved when the rescue team ran into him a few minutes later.

But in the end, he chose to end his life.

Now, that was the mindset of Purple Jade.

"We're screwed, and there's no way we're getting out." Purple Jade closed his

eyes in pain, a group of big brothers, being teased by a weak kid, and even more so, pitted them
all to death here.

They couldn't accept this ending, much less accept it, it was truly too mocking!



Seeing this scene of déjà vu, Lin Hao's heart also vaguely ached, as he similarly
thought of the grievous experience he had when he had fought the Lord of the Soul Devouring
Beasts.

"Lin Hao, you shall not be allowed to die! I curse you to be reincarnated for the

rest of your life! Even if I die, I will never let you go in my life!"

"Yes, even if we die, we will not let you go! We are dead, but our original daddy
is still here, no matter how heavy the price we pay, I will kill you!"

......

The desperate Judges, one by one, started cursing at Lin Hao angrily, they
couldn't get out anyway, so they simply cursed him to death, all sorts of endless curses kept
coming, but they had no effect on Lin Hao whatsoever.

"Xiao shi ah, this meat is more tender, try it, it's thief delicious." Lin Hao turned a
deaf ear to these Judges' angry curses, eating and drinking as he should, living his life in style.

Lei Ling occasionally helped Lin Ruo Shi to plunder the formation, while Lin Ruo
Shi was responsible for checking the leaks and filling in the gaps, none of these people would be

able to escape.



They would be completely consumed!

On the other side, at the premises of theWestern European Church and the Angelic

Church, with a click, the spatial turbulence was finally broken open by Sienz and Alice.

A figure with a terrifying aura? Ichabodu? rushed out from the void.

"Lin Hao! I will definitely not let you go, all the Church War Gods listen to the

order, follow me to kill Wuge City!" Alice just came out and roared in anger and rage, rushing
towards Wu Ge City, trapped for almost half a month, she was really angry enough, all of them
were holding their anger and vowed to kill Lin Hao on the spot!

"Alice you don't want to be impulsive ......" Siennes still wanted to discourage

something, but Alice had long since run away.

"Inquisitor Siennes, what should we do?" The other powerful people of theWestern

Church, have looked at Siennes, this time it was still Siennes who was acting as the commander,
naturally he should be the one to make the decision.

Siennes wanted to curse: if you ask me, who the hell am I going to ask?
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But he couldn't well show it directly.



"Follow them up and take a look, there are so many strong deities on the

Underworld side, all running to Wu Ge City, he Lin Hao can't possibly handle it even if he has
three heads and six arms, let's go and pick up a wave and try, if it's feasible, we'll sit back and
reap the benefits." Siennes beckoned, and the group quickly rushed towards Wuge City.

Although Siennes felt that this Alice was indeed a little reckless and more than a
little impetuous, he could not rule out that the other party was deliberately trying to run away to

reap the benefits, and how could they be missing out on such a good thing of falling into the well.

Inside Wuge City.

Lin Ruoshi frowned: "Daddy, those guys have run out oh, and they might have

come our way."

When that side of the blockade area was broken open, Lin Ruoshi also sensed it,
so she naturally knew about it and hurriedly told Lin Hao about it.

"Did they come out? One really spares their lives more than the other." Lin Hao
laughed and didn't take it to heart, "Don't worry about them, it took so long to come out, the
wood has already been cut, if they really dare to mess around, then let them have no return!" By
the time Alice arrived, Zi Yu and the others still had over seventy Judges left, all of whom had

relied on their realm and strength to hold on until now.

Basically, they were all in the middle to late eighth rank realm, but even so, they
didn't even have the strength to curse Lin Hao, much less the heart to curse him.



The key scolded useless, Lin Hao oil and salt does not enter, soft and hard, purple
jade almost did not give Lin Hao kneel down to beg him, but froze to no avail.

The first thing you need to do is to get rid of the problem. The actual fact is that
you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good deal on this. Joy, Lin Hao dares to let
them out, they dare to fight with Lin Hao.

Alice saw the scene in front of her, her turquoise blue eyes were wide open, this,
was this sure it wasn't a joke?

Although she didn't perceive it carefully and didn't know if all the strongest

people in the Underworld were trapped here, but just from what she saw in front of her eyes, there
were dozens of strong people who were not weaker than him, like birds in a cage, and they

couldn't do anything to Lin Hao at all.

"Isn't this the beautiful angelic lady Alice, grilling a bunch of meat?" Lin Hao
shook the oversized kebab in his hand and smilingly greeted Alice across the air.

The corners of Alice's mouth twitched violently, forcing her anger not to explode
on the spot.

"Alice, oh beautiful angel, we in the Underworld are willing to work hand in hand
with you and promise that we will never make a move against you, quickly help us break open
this cage and we will deal with them together, Lin Hao and the others have been consumed by us

and have no strength left!" Zi Yu saw Alice and her eyes lit up, a saviour had come!



Although the number of the opponents was small, only 20 to 30, it was not a
matter of numbers now, they were all gods themselves, even if two gods came to join forces, they
were confident that they could break the cage.

Alice and Saints looked at each other, "You're so bad, old man!

Look at Lin Hao, the three of them are unharmed, leisurely eating kebabs, and
you're telling me he has no more power left?

You're really burning newspaper on your grave, fooling the devil!

Alice held back her anger and asked, "Is this all that's left of you?Why didn't you
call for help?"

Call for help?

If I could call for help, I would need to work with you?

The way for reinforcements was blocked, and all the Judges had been killed by

Lin Hao, so where could we find reinforcements?



"Ahem, our reinforcements are in a bit of trouble, dealing with other things, you
assist us out, our thousand troops are about to arrive, all I need to do is give the word." Zi Yu was
so weak in his heart, but he could only blow hard and fool these people into helping first.

As for whether they would fight or flee with Lin Hao next, that was all a matter for
after they got out.

Alice's heart was moved, if the three parties were united, it would really be quite

a good choice, not to mention that they could completely let these people be cannon fodder to

consume Lin Hao and the others.
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"Yes, yes, he's right, ah, I'm dying, I can't, I'm too weak. Alice you can hurry up and release

them, I'm definitely not a match for you guys." Lin Hao even shouted as if he was watching the

fun, and the three of them were very cooperative in revealing their incomparably weak state.

However, with their poor acting skills, even a three-year-old child couldn't be
fooled, right?

"Shut the fuck up! What's your problem?" Zi Yu was so angry that she turned
around and roared at Lin Hao.

He was about to be fooled, but if you suddenly did that, the other party would
become even more suspicious.



That's right, Alice and Sienz were suspicious, Lin Hao didn't look weak and there
might be some truth in Zi Yu's words.

Two angels descended from the sky, and they were the angelic gods of war sent

by the Angelic Church, both of them were at the early eighth level, but they were only Dharma

bodies, not their true selves.

"Alice War God." One of the female angels hurriedly shouted at Alice.

"Leah, why are you here too?" Alice frowned, and came just as she came,
surprisingly it was only a doppelganger, this Leah's status was not lower than hers within the
Church, and the two were acquainted with each other.

"My daddy is in the middle stage of the eighth grade, and will soon succeed, it is
not convenient to come, besides, this trip will not need my daddy." Leah spread her hands

incomparably helplessly, "The sect master has ordered us to evacuate this place immediately, and
the plan against the Son of Heaven's Destiny needs to be re-planned."

"What does that mean?" Alice didn't understand, right now if they joined forces

with the Underworld, it would be very winnable, now withdrawing, it would be even more

difficult for them to deal with Lin Hao in the future.

The worst thing was that right now, Lin Hao and the others were only at the early

7th class realm, if they were allowed to increase their strength by another level, I was afraid that
it would be even harder to deal with Lin Hao.



"Leah, please contact the sect master, we want to cooperate with the Underworld,
this is the best chance we have to kill Lin Hao." Alice was holding her fire, especially after
suffering such a big loss at the hands of Lin Hao, she had never suffered such a big loss and

couldn't swallow it!

"Alice is right, you have to seize the opportunity, don't you! If you miss this
village, you won't have this shop." Lin Hao spoke with a smile.

"You shut up!" With one voice, the crowd turned around and glared at Lin Hao

angrily.

"Rub it in, they're all anxious still." Lin Hao bristled, looking aggrieved as he ate
a large mouthful of roast meat, "Shut up, just shut up, I'm not even excited to talk to you guys,
what's the big deal."

Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling were shaking, covering their mouths to prevent
themselves from laughing out loud, holding back their laughter so much that tears came to their
eyes: Lin Hao was too bad, being an enemy with him, a lot of people might not be killed by him,
but be infuriated by him, it was too infuriating ah.

The female angel called Leah held her bare forehead: "Don't listen to these people,
all the Judges of the Underworld on earth are here, even their back roads are blocked, they still

have a shitload of reinforcements."

"I don't care if you don't retreat, I'll go first, if you dare to bet that Lin Hao didn't
prepare another trap for you, as well as think that this bunch of losers who already have no fighting
ability can help? Zero West Serve Love Zero Land Zero Dye? help, then you guys will go."



Leah said leading the female angel who had come with her to leave without
hesitation.

The corners of Sinese's mouth twitched as he listened, what the hell, that's all that
was left of the crooked ones? Although they were still in the realm, they were all worn out as old
and weak, so it was useless to fight.

"Lin Hao you are really inappropriate ah!" They didn't dare to gamble, after all, if
they won, they might not be able to take Lin Hao's life, but if they lost, they would all have to die.

Alice saw that Leah and Cairns had all retreated, so she couldn't possibly stay here,
and at the same time Alice was shocked enough in her heart.
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Ciennes was so right about that... all inhuman!

There were over seven hundred Judges left, and it was only a matter of time

before they were all wiped out.

Although the other side were only Dharma bodies, they could not resist the fact

that their realm was not low. Even if they joined forces with Sienz and the others, they did not

dare to mess with Zi Yu and the others, and as a result, the existence they did not dare to mess

with was so close to being wiped out by Lin Hao!



Alice likewise didn't dare to gamble, just by looking at Lin Hao's poor acting
skills, she knew that even without the trap, he was still at full strength.

I couldn't handle it, so I skipped out~!

"Don't, don't go, please, save us out, we in the Underworld will definitely still

find a way to send more reinforcements, we can still unite then!" Zi Yu was anxious.

But Alice had no intention of changing her mind.

Zi Yu cried and knelt down directly to Alice: "Please, save us, as long as we can
fuck Lin Hao together, we'll even work for you as horses."

A generation of lords, just like that, they knelt down!

It wasn't that they were afraid of death, it was their monstrous shame, their endless
hatred for Lin Hao, as long as they could get revenge, let them do anything!

"Fark, gogo!" Originally, Alice still had a little hesitation, seeing that these guys
were all desperate enough to kneel down to themselves, Alice didn't hesitate in the slightest and
retreated straight away with a wave of her hand.



Seeing how tortured these guys had become, if she had given Lin Hao such a blow,
it would still be a problem.

After all, this guy had a lot of ways of torturing people, and she knew better than

anyone how Annie and Ania had died.

"Miss Alice, don't you want to eat a meal before you leave? This is all here, it's
fine to deal with eating two bites." The other party wanted to leave, but Lin Hao tried his best to

stay.

If Lin Hao didn't stay, it was fine, but when he did, Alice and the others ran away
even faster.

Other people wanted money to eat there, but eating here was a matter of life and
death!

"Alas, it's all for nothing, I even made a few extra portions, we can't finish it, isn't
it a waste." Lin Hao expressed his helplessness.

Purple? Er Lu land Shan Wu closed Wu? Yu then expressed very KAM!

If you hadn't pushed blindly, could they have left?



Asshole, son of a bitch!

"Lin Hao, we won't let you go even if we die! Live and die after your soul!"

With a roar of rage and a vicious curse before exploding on itself, the lord of the

generation, Zi Yu, fell.

The other Judges were just as desperate, choosing to end this Dharma body by

blowing themselves up one after another.

"Don't, you guys don't rush off, prepared a farewell meal for you wow, wait a
minute ......"

Lin Hao did not say okay, once said this one judge self-exploded more quickly,
as if living another second is endless humiliation general.

The seventy or so Judges' self-explosion, just like the scurrying monkey

explosion, one after another crackling self-explosion, not a moment later there was no movement
at all.

"Brother, I found that you are really able to kill people to death, from now on you

don't even need to hit people with your hands, just directly mouth cannon wildly sprayed and

that's it." Lei Ling helplessly looked at his brother, damage, really damage.



"Hee hee, daddy is the best!"

On the other side of the Underworld, the self-explosion of these Dharma bodies,
Purple Jade's original body blood gushed wildly, like him there were dozens of Judges, all
spitting blood, Purple Jade's realm stabilized, the other Judges' realm plummeted even more.

"Lin Hao! I convex (f*cking f*ck) your grandma!"

Zi Yu let out a furious cry that resonated throughout the Underworld, even Chen
Bei Xuan and the others heard it clearly without exception.

After Zi Yu finished cursing, the other Judges stabilised their own injuries and

also cursed angrily, vowing to take Lin Hao to the bone!

More and more Judges joined the cursing battle, and the other unknown

Underworld powerhouses were all dumbfounded.

"What's the situation? What happened on earth that made Zi Yu go on such a

rampage?"

"It's not just Purple Jade, a group of Purple Belt Judges and Blue Belt Judges are

all cursing madly, among the Judges, they are also all numbered existences, something
extraordinary must have happened on earth."
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These Judges did not make public the calamities they encountered on earth for fear of affecting
their military spirit. What's wrong with them? They don't have any mastery at all?

"Shut up!" The King of Wheel of Fortune and the King of Taishan both shouted

angrily and ordered all the wounded judges to be sent to Tie Wei Mountain to recuperate, and
forbade them to reveal to the public that they were off? They were also forbidden to reveal

anything about? All information about the world is forbidden!

The Tie Wei Mountain is a place where the most horrible criminals of the
Underworld are kept, but the core of the mountain is a heavenly blessed place for the Judges,
which is excellent for the healing of their injuries.

The Underworld was cursing in anger, but Chen Beixuan and the others were

laughing until they were jerking off.

"Hahahaha, this kid is really ruthless, I didn't expect it, I didn't expect it, the
Judges sent over there, let this kid kill them all." Chen Bei Xuan laughed until his stomach hurt.

The others were pretty much the same, the more these Judges cursed, the more it
meant that Lin Hao had done a great service on earth ah.

"Alright, all stop laughing. People Lin kid is working so hard, we can't be left too
far behind, Battle Bear Divine Hall first echelon, go." Lin Cang Dao interrupted the crowd and

ordered them to start a fierce attack on the Underworld!



The Hades had many people, yet they were also imprisoned by the Hades, and it
was difficult for their original bodies to leave the range of the Hades, once they used their Dharma
bodies to leave the range of the Hades to fight them, it would be just like cutting leeks, one big
cut.

The two sides were getting evenly matched.

After Lin Ruo Shi had rested for a few days, he began to repair the hundred miles

of empty space around him that had been damaged by the battle.

Although the space would slowly heal itself, it would take tens or hundreds of

years for the terrifying aftermath of the battle to be repaired by itself.

In three months' time, Lin Ruoshi finally repaired the space, and many important

events had happened in the intervening three months.

For example, in the countries around Taig, because these Judges were
exterminated by Lin Hao, fewer and fewer cities compelled others to commit suicide or were

affected by the Yin Qi, and the Yin Qi became more and more diluted, which left only those Yin
souls who had been compelled to die before, and were still compelling others to commit suicide.

However, these Yin souls were very weak, and were basically taken out under the
joint efforts of the illusionary spirit masters from various countries to exterminate them.



These countries that had originally rebuked Lin Hao and rebuked Hua Xia all shut
up, and only then did they realise that it was not just about supporting Tiger alone, but that the
other side had long planned to solve the root cause of this problem once and for all, with Tiger as
the centre.

Solving the problem from the root.

The countries began to be grateful to Lin Hao and started to establish diplomatic
relations with China, clearing their ties with the Western forces, after all, they were in deep water
these days, what had these Western forces done?

What have these western powers done? Either they've fallen on their sword or

they've caused trouble, and they've done nothing to help.

The most grateful person to Lin Hao was Tege, and Adika came to thank them

personally, especially when he was told that Wuge City, including its surroundings, could still

recover, Adika was so excited that he burst into tears.

The curtain came down slowly on this amazing catastrophe.

However, by the time Adika and the others came over, Lin Hao and the three of

them had already left. Since the problem had already been solved, Lin Hao and the others

naturally did not want to stay any longer.



At that time, after finishing the restoration work, Lin Ruoshi's first words were,
"Dad, what's next for the curtain?"

Lin Hao laughed out loud, "Go home, do nothing, eat your fill and then sleep hard,
sleep through the night, the sun and the moon!"

It seemed to be a relaxed and leisurely period of time, but in fact everyone was on
tenterhooks, Lin Hao didn't dare to slacken off, just a slight mistake in one part of the process
would put them in a situation where they would be doomed.
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For example, if Zi Yu led more than seven hundred Judges to converge outside Wu Ge City, and
if they really did not care and attacked Wu Ge City violently at all costs, Lin Hao and the others

would not be able to do anything at all.

Or if they retreated early, Lin Hao would have no way to trap them outside Wuge

City.

One more, after Siennes and Alice got out of their trap and really assisted Zi Yu

and the others to get out, then Lin Hao only had two choices, run!

At that time? Serve Zero Yi Yi Zero Lu Pao Zero? Lin Ruoshi had already reached

her limit and couldn't possibly set a second trap to come, otherwise since Alice and the others

were here, there would be no reason to let them!



But when Alice and the others came back to their senses it was already too late, Zi
Yu and the others had all exploded themselves because of Lin Hao's one sentence of stimulation,
Alice and the others rushed in and there was no one left to save, at the same time afraid that Lin

Hao and the others did not need to hold these Judges back and in turn held them back, wouldn't
that be the end of the story?

"Fake-fake-fake-shett!" Alice returned to the Angelic Order while spouting fen.

Alice reacted, since Lin Hao had so much energy to trap and give torture to

hundreds of Judges like this, but their energy was also limited, otherwise why not pit them
together and not trap them alone in their quarters for most of the month.

And Lin Hao was acting so arrogant and relaxed, but he was just a golden jade.

That purple jade was not lying, Lin Hao indeed did not have the spare capacity to

stop and deal with them meddling in this matter, but under the intimidation of Lin Hao's
attacking scheme, they did not dare to gamble and had to retreat.

By the time they reacted, it was already too late.

Similar to Alice's reaction were Siennes and the others, who cursed all the way

back to the Holy See, but fortunately the Patriarch did not blame them.

Many of the strongest members of their Order, including the Godfather's Dharma
body, were still detained in the Underworld, being held by Chen Beixuan and the others, and they



now had a headache, should they break their arms for a chance of survival, or find a way to break
the mirror with China?

What Lin Hao didn't know was that during the time he was still busy in Wuge

City, another brand was suddenly on fire in the north and south of the country.

That was, Dragon Emperor Kebabs!

And the location of the stall wasn't fixed, it was completely meant to be tasted by

those who had the chance to try it, the price was the same as the Remorseless Inn, even if it was
in a location for people to find, there was a limit to the flow of people, only a maximum of one

hundred people a day, and the price was also on par with the price of the Remorseless Inn, or even
more expensive.

But those who have eaten it all say it is good, these are the most precious
ingredients from the depths of the sea, and they are ingredients that you simply cannot eat on a

regular basis.

The kebab stall owner also gave the kebab stall a very imposing name, Dragon
Emperor Kebabs!

As more and more people ate this Dragon Emperor Kebab, countless people began
to look for this kebab stall owner, and they even wondered if Lin Hao had no regrets about not

opening the inn and ran off to open a mobile kebab stall?



Opening a kebab stall but making it look like a nationwide concert tour would

hardly ever appear in one place for more than three days.

Countless people flocked to the place, and even especially formed mystery teams

to look around, this thing kept fermenting, plus some netizens who had eaten or not, started
rubbing off the heat, making this Dragon Emperor Kebab completely famous, and even the heat

was straightforward to the original No Regrets Inn.

Lin Hao would have been shocked if he knew about it, or at least he didn't think
that Ao Dog, the Dragon Emperor of his generation, would be selling kebabs on a stall.

Ao Dog had been working at the No Regrets Inn for so long, and had learned the

true traditions of Lin Hao's cooking during the time he was with him, plus he used all the most

precious ingredients in the Dragon Palace.

In the days since he left the Dragon Palace in the East China Sea, Ao Dog has been
wandering around the world, being at ease, sometimes like a beggar on the street, taking alms

from others, snatching food from wild dogs, lying on flyovers and sleeping on park benches.

He also appears out of nowhere, like a man of the world, to be worshipped and

admired by all.
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But the loneliness that came from deep inside his heart made him stop and finally return to China.



He didn't go to Taig to look for Lin Hao, he was so weak now that he could

pretend to be something in front of ordinary people, but when he met a practitioner, even a weak
practitioner he couldn't do it.

So he simply branched out and wandered the world, waiting for Lin Hao to return,
and as far as Lin Hao hated him or beat him, he accepted it all.

Because they were Ao Dog's only friends in this world, and even more so, his
only family left. He was also a victim of that battle in Wuge City, but in the end, it cost him
everything.

The people he loved, and the people who loved him, and even the people who lost
their loved ones.

Jinling Ancient Town Street, outside the Remorseless Inn.

Nan Ge held up her mobile phone and sat bored on the steps outside the
Remorseless Inn, an unmistakable notice hanging behind her: closed for business.

The sea goat had already left early earlier out of guilt, and Lin En had instead

come over to live with Nan Ge from time to time, actually wanting to wait for Lin Hao's return.

They were not qualified to be informed of anything in the Illusionist world, so
they did not know anything about the situation over in Tege, and the only thing they knew was

that they were still in Tege, as to what was going on.



But today, Lin En didn't come, so Nan Ge was the only one waiting here, and all
this time Nan Ge had also been staying at the Lin family to clean the graves of Fairy Green Shirt
and Ling Yun.

"Huh? What smells so good." Nan Ge inhaled his nose and was attracted by an

incomparably tempting fragrance, and immediately afterwards, Nan Ge noticed that there was an
additional kebab stall outside the Remorseless Inn ...... The fragrance whetted Nan Ge's appetite,
and at the same time found that the tempting fragrance came from the barbecue stall in front of

the Remorseless Inn, the barbecue stall looked somewhat rudimentary, with a lot of things on it
being grilled The barbecue stall looked a bit rudimentary, with a lot of things being grilled on it

but no one in sight.

The stall didn't have any signboard, let alone a price list, it was really very

simple.

"It smells so good, but who dares to set up a stall in front of the No Regrets Inn
shop without greeting." Nan Ge frowned as he walked over.

The pop-ups in the live broadcast room, however, exploded.

"Crap crap crap, it's the Dragon Emperor BBQ stall, it's definitely the Dragon
Emperor BBQ stall! Holy shit, did Nan Ge save the galaxy in his previous life?"



"Ouhuang, definitely Ouhuang, upstairs I agree with you, how many times has

Nan Ge eaten Boss Lin's cooking and now even this rarer opportunity than dining at the

Remorseless Inn has hit her."

"I lemon up, it's fate."

......

Seeing the various pop-ups in the live stream, Nan Ge froze, this was the most
mysterious and most desired Dragon Emperor Kebab that had been trending everyday recently?

Nan Ge took out his phone and started searching, and after many comparisons,
Nan Ge was shocked to find that it was, indeed, the same stall where the Dragon Emperor's
kebabs were served.

But Nan Ge was also a real tiger, frowning as she walked up to the kebab stall and
knocked gently: "Where's the boss? Is the boss here? This is the territory of the Remorseless Inn,
no one else is allowed to set up a stall, not even the Dragon Emperor Kebab stall!"

The netizens in the live broadcast room had a question mark on their faces,
shouldn't they first drink and eat a meal in the lake before doing so? Although this kebab stall is

also very expensive, as far as Nan Ge's consumption level is concerned, it should be no problem

at all.

This came up and offended the owner first, then can we still eat kebabs?



"Sorry, I'll move out of the way in a minute." A slightly? Aishizen Lu Zhaoshan

steak? A hoarse voice came out of nowhere.

"Ughhhhhh~!"

Nan Ge was taken aback because in front of this barbecue stall, there suddenly
appeared an incomparably unkempt old man, covered in filth, with somewhat tattered clothes,
cloaked in hair, and that beard was more than ten centimeters long, who was currently taking care
of the barbecue grill.

When the netizens in the live broadcast room saw this old man, they confirmed

that this was the Dragon Emperor Kebab, and that this old man was the owner, and that he was so
godlike that many netizens had given a fright, and of course, those who had been frightened were
those who had been lucky enough to eat this kebab.
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